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Abstract The customer-perceived value (CPV) has been identified as one of the 
most important factors considering customer’s decision-making. The reason why 
people prefer specific brands over others is directly related to the perceived (and 
experienced) values of the considered brand. In the past, most research with regard 
to brand-related marketing issues relies on conventional self-reporting scales (e.g., 
Esch et al., 2008). However, an impressive number of studies in the field of cogni-
tive psychology and neuroscience indicate that most mental processes in the 
human’s brain are processed unconsciously without any conscious (explicit) aware-
ness (e.g., Nisbett & Wilson, 1977; Weber et al., 2009). That introspective inacces-
sibility limits consumers to fully articulate their feelings and thoughts about a brand. 
Specifically, conventional research of customer-perceived value often falls back on 
conventional measures like self-reports which are able to capture judgments and 
opinions on an explicit level, but not on an implicit (un-subconscious/subconscious) 
level (e.g., Smith & Colgate, 2007). Against that backdrop, a substantial under-
standing of brand-related customer-perceived value implies an advanced compre-
hension not only of conscious, so-called explicit processes, but also of the 
unconscious, so-labeled implicit processes. In this respect, the present exploratory 
work introduces a multifaceted modeling of customer-perceived value incorporat-
ing explicit and implicit processes in a combined measurement approach and their 
impact on brand attachment. The findings of the present exploratory study show that 
brand attachment is strongly driven by implicit and explicit facets of CPV.
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